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B-Physics Anomalies, 

Lepton Universality Violation and…
Cosmology

Outline

•   Review of the data for the not-necessarily B-physics enthusiast

•   Theory interpretation, and its challenges

Aim:  Show why the picture looks coherent

•   Possible signatures in the cosmos

(Challenging question. Literature accordingly very sparse)
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RK (qmin
2 , qmax

2 ) ≡
Γ(B+→K+μμ)
Γ(B+→K+ e e) [qmin

2 ,qmax
2 ]

muons are among the most
reliable objects within LHCb



the electron channel would be an
obvious culprit (brems + low stats).

But disagreement is rather in muons
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➌  BR(B
s
 → φ μμ): >3 below SM prediction.     Same kinematical region m2

μμ
 ∈ [1, 6 ] GeV2

Initially found in 1/fb of LHCb data, then confirmed by a full Run-I analysis (3/fb)

➍ B → K* μμ angular analysis: discrepancy in one combination of the 
                                                 angular expansion coefficients, known as P'

5

Quite remarkably, the TH picture can be established using ratio data alone: RK and RK*

Yet, width data data turn out to fit in what is a surprisingly coherent picture
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R(D(*)) =
BR (B→D(*)τ ν)
BR(B→D(*)ℓν) (with ℓ=e ,μ)

 b → c data
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There are long-standing discrepancies in b → c transitions as well (and coming from 3 exp’s)

R(D(*)) =
BR (B→D(*)τ ν)
BR(B→D(*)ℓν) (with ℓ=e ,μ)

 b → c data

    Simultaneous fit to R(D) & R(D*) about 4σ away from SM
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Wrap-up for the model builder

RK(*)  hint at Lepton-Universality Violation (LUV) in b → sℓℓ, 

the effect being in muons, rather than electrons

 RD(*) point to LUV in b → cℓv, with effects in taus 

While taus call for prudence, measurements are consistent across 3 exp’s

 Either of RK(*) and RD(*) significances are ~4σ.

Either dataset conveys the same message: LUV

Effective interactions for b → s and b → c decays 
are related by SU(2) symmetry.

That’s what one expects of new interactions
 above the electroweak scale

Two interesting facts in support of taking both datasets “seriously”
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  B → K(*) ℓℓ decays: basic theory considerations

(among the other diagrams)

there’s no tree-level contribution:  it’s an “FCNC”

Why interesting

In the SM:



Loop suppression

the contribution from each up-type quark goes
as:



So, if the up-type quark masses were equal,
the corresponding  3  diagrams would sum to 0

“GIM” suppression
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In practice, the short-distance part is dominated
by the top loop, because of the large top mass:



mt
2

mW
2 =O(1) “Hard” GIM breaking

Among the measurable FCNCs, b → s transitions 
are the closest to  3 rd generation physics

Caveat

Two consequences

One can shrink the above diagram to a point, 
and describe the decay as an effective interaction of the kind

H = ∑i

C i
Λ2 (b̄Γq(i)s ) (ℓ̄ Γℓ

(i)ℓ )

☑

☑

K

ℓ–
ℓ+

B

b

u

st, c, u

W

Z, γ*

m
t
 = O(EW scale)

b → s decays then provide 
an indirect probe of any such physics





top is potential portal to new states

If it’s not an accident



  

Flavour anomalies:

Effective-Theory picture

This is regarded as the “level-0” understanding.

In its absence: • either the new physics is very light (unlikely)

• or something is wrong
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(μ) μ̄ γλ γ5μ) ]
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new physics hierarchically coupled to generations
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 (V –  A) x (V – A) interaction

This framework explains at one stroke each and every b → s discrepancy

Such pattern makes perfect sense for two reasons

 This pattern can be generated from a purely 3rd-generation interaction
[ Glashow, DG, Lane, 2015 ]

A  (V –  A) x (V – A) structure respects the exact SM gauge symmetry.
Consistent with new interactions above the EWSB scale



Effects larger in muons than electrons is suggestive of 
new physics hierarchically coupled to generations
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Most (all?) model-building possibilities involve:
Constraints from direct searches
(e.g. → τ τ) potentially strong

And yes they are!
See: [Greljo-Isidori-Marzocca]
        [Faroughy-Greljo-Kamenik]
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Flavour anomalies and Cosmology: connections?
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Flavour anomalies and Cosmology: connections?

Disclaimer

To establish (robust) such connections we first need:

“A widely accepted model,  yielding the SM  at low energies,



Still, here are questions whose answer could open qualitatively new insights:

Are there general relations between the observed anomalies 
and any existing cosmological observation?

Q1:

 Can suitable cosmo/astro  observables say something 
about  the different models for the anomalies?

Q2:

A Theory For the Anomalies

We are not yet there: A fully credible model still a matter of debate

Picture is established only at the Effective-Theory level.
Here additional d.o.f. are hidden by definition

☞

Maybe too ambitious
at present ?

and with additional d.o.f. suited to establishing

well-defined connections with cosmo/astro data”
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Flavour anomalies and Cosmology: more on Q2

Microscopic d.o.f. (real or hypothetical) for which cosmo/astro probes exist

DM ... also provide DM candidate(s)?

neutrinos … modify neutrino physics in a way that is testable in the cosmos?

Do models for the anomalies:

axions … also solve the strong-CP problem, maybe via an axion-like particle?

Tentative answer: no. 

Axion mass scale much too low 
w.r.t. the scales hinted at by anomalies: ~ [few,  few × 10] TeV

examples

examples

Probe What Q2 becomes
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Explaining b → s anomalies  &  Dark Matter

Ambitious but not unreasonable:



The vast majority invokes new vector bosons, rather than lepto-quarks.

The d.o.f. responsible for the new contributions to  b → s  amplitudes
also mediates DM production in the early Universe

Portal 
models

Inspired by these facts, models exist in profusion.

☞ b → s anomalies require  TeV-ballpark  new particles

WIMP-ish  DM is in the same ballpark mass scale

[Aristizabal-Sierra et al., Bélanger et al., Allanach et al., Bauer-Neubert, Celis et al., Altmannshofer
et al., Ko et al., Cline et al., Ko et al., Sala-Straub, Ellis et al., Kawamura et al., Baek, Cline,
Dhargyal, Cline-Cornell, Chiang-Okada, Falkowski et al., Arcadi et al.] (chronological order)

Note, however:

We argued that the latter have way less troubles with existing constraints

 A useful classification is in the following two categories  – see [ Vicente, 1803.04703 ]

Loop 
models New contributions to b → s amplitudes occur in loops containing DM
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  General features

 Frequent strategy

Introduce a new  group, e.g. a U(1)’

Large enough couplings to (s b) and (μ μ) 
but small enough for all other fermions require some engineering, 
or “just-so” assumptions

The DM is provided by an additional d.o.f. made stable by a discrete symmetry
remnant of the broken U(1)’

 think of the SM group and of baryon number

 DM detection?

DM is more elusive by construction, both for  indirect and for direct detection

Annihilation yields  μμ  and  τ τ  way more often than ee

DM is more coupled to  heavy than to light quarks

less interaction with nucleons

☞
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An example with Lepto-Quarks:

 Suppose LQs are bound states of constituents charged under a new SU(N
HC

) 

The model naturally predicts  composite DM

“B anomalies and Composite DM”, Cline, 2017 

 How the model works: Introduce 3 new particles, charged under SU(N
HC

). 
Among them

A quark partner Ψ  (“vectorlike”, prevents gauge anomalies)

A neutrino partner S  (right-handed)

 Because SU(N
HC

)  is confined, one gets  meson-like bound states :  ΨΨ,  SS and ΨS

has the quantum numbers 
of a lepto-quark

 And S is SM-neutral, so S^N
HC

  can be a (composite) DM candidate

 One generates the following interactions

explains b → s
anomalies

constrained .constrained
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  Lepto-Quarks  can distort neutrino spectra

Example: “Seeking Lepto-Quarks in IceCube”, Becirevic et al., 2019

 Consider, again, LQs coupled dominantly to heavy flavours

Main point: This scenario induces non-negligible (high-energy) neutrino – gluon interactions 

Experiments such as IceCube may get larger-than-expected  sensitivity to such LQs

(b → s anomalies favour such scenario)

☞

(Not to mention that IceCube-Gen2 will have much larger stats)

 In practice:

Most of the relevant
coupling-vs.-mass parameter space 
in large part excluded 
by Z → τ τ  measurements 



Could such indirect neutrino 
strong force be probed elsewhere?

Interesting nonetheless:
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  Conclusions

 In flavour physics there are by persistent discrepancies with respect to the SM.

Data vs. theory: Discrepancies fit like a glove within an Effective-Theory approach.

Experiments: Results are consistent between LHCb and B factories.

 Astro/cosmo quantities may be precious to discern among models being proposed.
E.g. via:

Their most convincing aspects are the following:

Data: Deviations concern two independent sets of data:  b → s  and  b → c  decays.


Do general connections with phenomena in astro/cosmo exist?

Distortions in neutrino fluxes

DD / ID signatures of the DM candidate(s) of these models

Any other implications not yet thought of

Yet, a genuine TH understanding is still elusive.

Difficult to say without a sound theory of the anomalies.
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